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Story Idea?
II you have a news lip or have an idea lor a
story, call us between noon and 7 p.m.
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Falcons prepare for the 1998 season with the annual Brown and
Orange game

'Bug Bowl' a success this weekend
at Purdue University
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Darrow running for U.S. Congress
J Susan Darrow wants to
inspire students to get involved
in politics, especially women.
By BRANDI BARHITE
The HC News

She grew up on a small farm in Iowa. She
was Ihe oldest of five children and dally chores
were a part of everyday life.
Today, Susan Darrow, associate director for
the University's Honors Program, once a small
town girl, is ready to make a big time difference.
Darrow Is running for the United States Fifth
District Congress, and come next November,
could have a new home in Washington D.C.

"I am almost overwhelmed to the point of
tears when I go to Washington D.C. People do
not realize the impact we can have on this
country. In order for this country to get better.
I believe people nted to get involved." Darrow
said.
Darrow. a democrat, is ready to lake that
step and make an impart on a national level
She will be running against Democrat Norbert
G. Dennerll. Jr. The primary on May 5 will
determine who will be on the ballot in November.
Darrow has been working with the Honors
Program since 1981 serving as a counselor,
recruiter and a loyal supporter of students. "I
love students. I love my Job and I love being
Involved with terrific people," Darrow said.
Alexis Kanda, program assistant for the

Honors Program, said Darrow is completely
dedicaled to making life better for other people.
Kanda believes Darrow would make an excellent congresswoman.
"I think she is a very passionate person who
has been committed to politics on both the local
and national level. She has the hear) and drive
for it." Kanda said. Angela Lipscomb. vice president of Ihe Honors Student Association, said
Darrow would bring (he caring aspect back into
Congress. Lipscomb said Darrow is always
there for students and Darrow is one of the
main reasons she decided to attend the University. Lipscomb said Darrow is also very firm in
what she believes in.
"She has strong views and is not scared to

University to hold
anti-drinking and
driving program
□ Summer program to
teach students about
consequences involved
with alcohol.
By ANA PEREIRA
The BC News

In order to help students learn
about the consequences of drinking under Ihe influence of alcohol,
the University is offering a special
summer program to teach students about the dangers.
"(Drinking and driving) Is a public safety and health problem." said
Harold Rosenberg, a Professor at
the Psychology Department.
Rosenberg and Dale Kullck. a
graduate student in the Psychology
Department, have been studying
the consequences of drinking and
driving for three years.
Together, they will administer a
program during the first summer
session to Interested University
students on Ihe consequences of
drinking and driving.
While in the future it may be
open to members of the community, Rosenberg said the first session
is only open to University students.
He said the reason for this is
due to the fad that often limes
students are over represented in
alcohol-related car accidents.
During the first summer session, from May 18 to June 26.

groups of seven students will meet
for a total of four hours over two
weeks, two hours per session.
The program will be for research
purposes and no grades will count
towards student's GPAs.
The program will be based on
student's peer learning. The students will be meeting with group
facilitators, answering questionnaires and sharing some of their
own experiences.
In addition, they will attend
presentations on other drinking
and driving researches. Rosenberg
said the purpose of the program is
to present the facts of drinking and
driving.
"We will not get Into the fear of
showing Ihe consequences of
drinking and driving." Rosenberg
said.
The Ohio Department of Public
Safety and the Ohio Governors
Highway Safety Representative are
sponsoring the program, which is
the first of it's kind in the country.
"We have a sense of commitment and concern that motivates
the program." Rosenberg said.
Students willing to volunteer for
this program will receive SI00.
Anyone Interested should contact
the Psychology Department at 3722540. The program will only lake
place If enough students sign up
for it before the semester Is over.

• See DARROW, pages.

Bombing
survivor
recalls
trauma
J Family and friends of
Oklahoma City bombing victims remember
explosion.
The Associated Press

Susan Darrow, running for United States fifth District Congress.
The primary is May 5.

Don't drop it!

Associated Press Photo
Conan Schwartz, a junior at Iowa State University juggles pins at the 1998 Veishea Celebration.

OKLAHOMA CITY —Ordinarily
on a weekday afternoon. Glenda
Riley would be at work, for the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
But on Wednesday. Mrs. Riley
was outside instead, walking along
the fence that surrounds the
ground where the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building once stood, and
where her office was.
"I couldn't do it today." she said
of her Job.
The bombing on April 19. 1995.
killed 168 people. Thirty-five of
them were in Ihe HUD offices.
"Our office, it was an open area,
realty only separated by file cabinets and partitions. You knew
about everyone's lives because you
heard everything." said Mrs. Riley.
who escaped from the wreckage
uninjured.
While she walked, a group of
high school students from Michigan also were visiting the site.
"It's just kind of a shocking feeling." 15-year-old Amy Gilllngham
said as she looked at the messages, pictures, stuffed bunnies
and bears fastened to the fence.
"You think you know what it's like,
but you really don't."
Miss Gilllngham and her fellowband members from Mount Pleasant. Mich., were to perform Sunday at a third anniversary ceremony.
She and the other musicians
raised the money to come to Oklahoma City to play a commemorative piece written by her father, a
music professor at Central Michigan University.
"I hope that when we play this
piece, it will help people In the
healing process." she said.
Another member of the group.
Jessica Church, found a message
on the fence that was written by a
little boy to a victim of the bomb.
"Dear Aunt Kim. I miss you
more than anything. Love you.
Kevin." the message read.
That's basically when I started
crying." said 18-year-old Miss
Church. This is the hardest thing
I've ever done."
Mrs. Riley recalled that on the
day of the bombing she was walk• See BOMBING, page five.

Astronauts begin animal dissection in space mission
□ Scientists are pleased
with the preliminary
results of the complex
animal dissections
completed while in
orbit.
The ASHX i.iletl Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Columbia's astronauts conducted
the most complex animal dissections ever done in orbit Saturday,
removing the brains of four rats so
scientists can see how the nervous
system changes In weightlessness.
Scientists say the only way to

know precisely how the nervous
system adapts and develops without gravity Is to remove and preserve body part-* in orbit. The only
other lime animals mere dissected
on a space shuttle was in 1993.
By the end of Columbia's twoweek Neurolab mission. 47 rodents
are to be dissected, out of the total
of 170 mice and rats carried Into
orbit Friday.
The Job Isn't nearly as messy In
weightlessness as one might suspect.
The animals are beheaded one
at a time with a tiny guillotine or
given an anesthetic overdose In a
sealed laboratory chamber that
has glovelike openings for astronauts' hands. Pads arc folded over

each animal to prevent lxxly parts
from floating away in the chamber.
If something does float away, an
astronaut can simply reach up
with gauze and grab it
Nothing leaves the sealed chamber.
Us a two person job. which
went to Columbia's two doctors.
Dave Williams and Jay Buckey Jr.
Not only did I hey have to remove
the rats' brains, they had to separate various sections of the little
brains and preserve them for postflight study. The crew said everything went well.
"They're not only complex animal dissections, they're difficult
animal dissections that have taken
a lot of training and a lot of work."

said NASA's chief veterinarian.
Joseph Blelil/ki
Twenty-live other rats, most of
them babies, will be killed and dls
seeled later In the flight, along with
18 pregnant mice.
Most of the 152 rats launched
on Columbia will be killed and dissected once they're back on Earth,
as will all of the 135 snails and 229
svvoiili.iil fish. Also flying on Neurolab. the most in-depth neurological research mission to date: four
oyster loadfish and 1.514 crickets,
some of them also destined for
posllanding dissection
The data recording system lor
some of the shuttle aquariums did
not seem to be working properly
following Friday's takeoff, and Mis-

"They're not only complex animal dissections,
they're difficult animal dissections that have
taken a lot of training and a lot of work."
Joseph Bielitzki
NASA's chief veterinarian talking about Ihe problems that are associated with doing animal dissesctions in space.

sion Control asked the crew to try
to fix it.
The animals aren't Ihe only
ones being poked and prodded
aboard Columbia. Eleven of the 26
neurological experiments involve
the seven member crew. In partic-

ular the four medical men.
"I guess we've all pretty much
consigned ourselves to being called
the big. white rats in the sky."
astronaut-veterinarian Richard
Linnehan Joked before the flight.
"We're the human guinea pigs.

I
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'God is an absentee landlord!'
"God is an absentee landlord!"
- Al Pacino in Devil's Advocate
"God is not the author of confusion
- 1 Corinthians 14:33
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I don't believe in God. We covered that last week. This week we
look at why it is to.
Contradictions of the Bible:
1) Are we saved through faith or
actions? "For we conclude that a
person is put right with God only
through faith, and not by doing what
the Law commands." (Romans 3:28(.
You see. then, that it is by his
actions a person is put right with
God. and not by his faith alone."
(James 2:24). Also. Ephesians 2:8.9
and Galaiians 2:16 back up faith as
well while Matthew 19:16-21 points
to actions.
2) In Exodus (20:5 and 34:6-7).
God claims that he will punish the
sons of daughters of sinners even
down to the third generation. In
Ezekiel 18:20. "It is the one who lira
who will die. A son is not to suffer
because of his father's sins, nor a
father because of the sins of his son."
3) God tempts man / tempts no
man. Gen 22:1; 2 Sam 24:1; Jer 207:
Ml 6:13 M
Miscellaneous Problems
I) Mistreatment of Women Genesis 3:16. the man shall rule over
her because she ate some fruit and
shared it with him'.' Does ihis sound
rational'' I Timothy 2:12 uys that

••Space is tight and
objections are plentiful. Belief requires evidence for me. The evidence is flawed.JJ
women shouldn't leach and 10 be in
silence Titus 2:5 states ihat women
should be "keepers at home.*' The
witch hunts are also another great
example of women-hating at its best.
2) Sla\er\ is a-ok with (iod every
once in a while - Leviticus 25:45.46
has children being bought and turned
into possessions for one's own children to inherit one day. Good old
Paul in his letter to Titus again is
basically condoning slavery by

exhorting slaves (in newer, more PC
versions, it's been changed to "servant") to be obedient and never to
talk back to their masters.
3) Homosexuality is a big no-no Leviticus 20:13 says that lying with
another man (gelling your groove on
I'd imagine) is cause for being put to
death. Romans 1:27 and 1:29-32 is
an especially lovely view of the holy
opinion of homosexuals from Paul.
To pick a few words, "Being filled
with ... wickedness ... full of envy,
murder... deceit ... haters of God ...
inventors of evil things ..." and ii just
goes on and on.
4) Adoption and then condemnation of pagan traditions • Even in the
lime of Jesus, in the area around the
Mediterranean, pagan beliefs were all
the rage. It took a few hundred years
for Christianity to lake root in the
Roman Empire and one of the reasons it did was because of its adoption of pagan practices and idols.
Because some early Christian beliefs
treated anything physical as evil and
unnatural (which led to the persecution of pagans, pagans being very
nature-oriented), the Greek god Pan
was twisted into an image of Satan
(Pan has ihose horse legs and horns
as did eari) depictions of Satan).
Also, since no one really knew when
Jesus was actually bom. ihe Roman
holiday of Saturnalia was convened
into a celebration of Christmas.
Saturnalia, il memory serves, was

a pagan holiday celebrating the birth
of a god or god-like male to a virgin
female. Bui it was not a Christian or
Jewish celebration until after
Constanline. who first introduced
Christianity as an ofTicial. Roman
religion.
5> Pascal's Wager - This says that
odds are best when assuming that
God does exist. If one believes and is
wrong, then nothing bad happens
afier death. If one doesn't believe and
is wrong, then they go to Hell. First
of all. I don't want to worship a God
who'd condemn me to eternal torture
simply because he can't do an adequate job of proving his existence.
Second of all from the time that I did
spend in church, my understanding is
that God doesn't appreciate people
who believe in him just to play it
safe.
I'm sorry I couldn't fit in all of
my reasons here. Space is tight and
objections are plentiful. Belief
requires evidence for me. The evidence is Hawed. Can others believe
based on faith? Sure, go right ahead.
But should I feel ashamed because
after a combination of flawed evidence and simple lack of evidence
from ihis omniscient, omnipotent
being I keep hearing so much about. J
decide he doesn't exist? No. I don't
think so.
Brian Taylor can be reached at
taylob@bgnet.bnsu.edu or at 210
West Hall.

EDITORIAL
Spring drinking
festivities should
exercise caution
There were many huge parties this weekend.
There's even more coming this weekend.
With the warm weather and end of the semester nearing. there are parties promoting festivity
and wildness. Outdoor keg parties flourish.
Some people see this as a great college tradition
and a way to relax. What happens when the
kegs attract crowds to someone's yard?
Does a massive group of people constitute a
disturbance? Not necessarily.
There is definitely a responsible way to enjoy
a party. Don't break anything major. Don't wander the streets with an open container. Respect
the neighbors.
If a party causes a major disturbance, it's
understandable that the police may come to
break it up. But just because it's large does not
mean that it is a disturbance.
With the "Zero Tolerance" policy of the police,
more people are receiving tickets and fines or
getting arrested. There's no need for unnecessary violence or disruptance. Please have a good
time, but be respectful of others and their property.
Penny Brown
Tony Cavallario
Tom Denk
Eric Kuebler
Dawn Chrise
Denise Domanski
Ryan Johnson
Stephanie Schneider

.Special Projects Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
Assistant Entertainment Editors
Assistant Copy Chiefs
Assistant Sports Editor
Assistant Graphics Editor

Copyright C 1998. The BG New*. Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG New* Is strictly prohibited.
The BG Newt Is an independent publication founded in 1920 and
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decision* made by the Editor In Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.
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Today's edition was designed and edited by
Darla Warnock. Editor in-Chief
She can be reached at (419) 372-6966
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Bystander indifference adds insult to injury
Picture this: You're sitting In
your living room knocking down
a cold one when you hear
screams coming from the parking lot outside your apartment.
Do you: a) turn up the TV.
because all that racket is inter
ferine with this week's X-Files:
b) ignore It: c) look out the window, see someone being
assaulted and close the blinds
because you don't want to get
involved: or. d) dial 911, and tell
the police dispatcher that someone is getting beaten up In the
parking lot of your apartment
complex.
As a result of this public apathy, cab driver Moustapha
Narouf died in the trunk of his
taxi while police searched the
neighborhood and conducted a
door-to-door investigation looking for witnesses. You have to
wonder what motivates people
to be the first on their block to
complain about the neighbor's
stereo being a little too loud and
the last to dial 911 when they
see a man being beaten and
robbed. The same kind of thing
happened in 1964 In New York
City.
In the early morning hours of
March 13. 1964. bar manager

Kitty Genovese was brutally
attacked and murdered in front
of her Queens. NY. apartment
building. It was reported that 38
of her neighbors watched from
their windows as a man
attacked her. stabbed her. raped
her and then left her for dead.
It wasn't until her assailant
returned to rape her again and
kill her that anyone bothered to
call police.
Psychologists call such
behavior "bystander indifference." It's not that these people
didn't care what was happening
to their neighbor or to the cab
driver. They simply took their
cues from other witnesses.
These bystanders either
assumed they didn't need to get

Involved because someone else
would, or that the Incident wasn't very serious because no one
appeared to be getting Involved.
Bystander Indifference reared
its ugly head in the summer of
1995 when Doletha Word
Jumped to her death In the
Detroit River to escape getting
beaten by a man with a crowbar. Some of the dozens of people in the crowd even cheered
when she Jumped.
After a fender-bender, a
Detroit man had gotten so upset
with Word that he chased her
through traffic. When she was
stopped by a rush-hour traffic
Jam on a bridge, he got out of
his car. grabbed a crowbar and
chased her until she Jumped off
the bridge to escape her attacker.
This kind of public indifference permeates today's society.
We are guilty of It every time we
pass a driver pulled over on the
side of the Interstate and
assume someone else will stop
to offer help. Every time we pass
a school yard and see a group of
kids picking on another kid and
assume It's either harmless play
or not our place to Interfere.
Every time we see a crime tak-

ing place and tell ourselves we
don't want to get involved.
Since the Denver incident,
several people have voiced their
outrage that such a thing could
happen. State legislators are
even discussing a bill that
would make it a misdemeanor
offense to witness a crime and
not report it. Whether another
law will help remains to be
seen. It may Just prompt people
to look the other way and deny
they saw anything at all.
But the facts remain: Not one
person In the crowd stepped up I
to confront Doletha Word's
assailant. Not one person shouted out a window of the QueenaK
apartment building to confrontfl
Kitty Genovese's murderer. Notfl
one shouted out a window of I
the Denver high-rise apartmenfl
building to confront Moustaph^
N.mini's attackers.
Would action have made a
difference In any of these ca
Maybe, maybe not. We will
never know.
Joe Sheddy Is a columnist I
The Collegian (Colorado Slate]
University) and appears cou
oj the College Press Exch

Have an opinion? E-mail us! bgnews@bgne1
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I am almost overwhelmed to the point
of tears when I go to
Washington D.C.
People do not realize
the impact we can
have on this country.

ft

Susan Darrow
Associate Director of University Honors Program

OHIO Weather

MONDAY
MEMORIES

Monday, April 20
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
MICH.

Eric Vachon
Junior
Business

Adam Pavlorich
Junior
Med. Technology

"Celebrate the New
Jersey Devils winning the Stanley
Cup."

"Working at a
chemical plant and
waiting tables at a
restaurant,"

A look at The News
headlines from the past:
• MAY 14.1947

Today's
Question:
"What are
your plans for
the summer?"

NEWS WINS HONORS, REGAINS ALLAMERICAN STANDING
In the Ohio College Newspaper Association contests Bowling
Green placed third in the weekly class and took four individual
awards.

W.VA.

Portsmouth I 66°

KY.

^<Q<Q<Q& £2 £Q
lowers T-slorms Ram

Flurries

Snow

Ice

Sunny Pi. Cloudy

Cloudy

Dan Moore
Junior
History
"Staying in BG and
working."

ACTION GROUP WILL LEAD ALL-CAMPUS CLEAN-UP WEEK

Got an Idea for ■ "Prople
on toe Street" question? Email ut at
-bgnew sSbfnet. beau".

Student Senate has given three days to the Campus Action
Committee to supervise all activities in the designated clean up.

VU Associated Press GreptiicsNel

JUGS AND GALS MEAN SPREE FOR
HILLBILLIES OF DOGPATCH

TODAY'S
WEATHER
Today:

Tuesday:

Partly cloudy

Showers

High: 65

High: 61

Low: 38

Jedges A Goin' At Hawg Rassel{sic}
Odd sounds were heard coming from the men's gym when the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity presented their annual Sadie Hawkins'
dance last Saturday night. Short fringed skirts, corn cob pipes,
beards and pigs all helped turn BG into Dogpatch for the night.
XXX jugs slung over the Dogpatcher's shoulders typified the hillbilly element hidden in the best of BG's student body.

Low: 41

Earth Week (8 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Space between trees in
Union Oval.
Latino Student Union
Anniversary Cake (11:30
a.m. - 1:30 p.m.)
Union Oval. Members of
the Latino Student Union will
be passing out free cake in
honor of their anniversary!
Pre- and Post-LeastSquares: The Emergence
of Robust Estimation
(3:30 p.m.)
459 Math Science Bldg.
Lukacs Lecture sponsored by
the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics
featuring C.R. Rao. 1998
Lukacs Visiting Professor.
Free and open to the public.

Ed Kerahaw
Sophomore
Philosophy

"Staying In BG and
working."

"Go home and
enjoy myself."

Each Monday this semester, "Monday Memories" looks back at BG New* headlines Irom the past.
Today, we look at May 14, 1947

UPCOMING EVENTS
Monday, 4/20/98

Sheila Bennett
Junior
Technical Writing

Earth Week activity (8
p.m.)
1104 Offenhauer West. In
honor of Earth Week, this
event will be a panel discussion on population issues.
Refreshments will be served
before the discussion, from
7:30-8:30 p.m.
Planetarium Show (8
p.m.)
Planetarium. Alphabet
Universe: the Best of Space
from A to Z. S1 donation suggested.
Errors of Youth (Oshibki
iunosti) (8:15 p.m.)
Glsh Film Theater. A
Siberian man finds his love
affair falling apart and moves
to St. Petersburg where he
falls in with black marketeers
and marries for convenience.
Director Boris Frumin was

"Upcoming Events" 1* a service lo our reader* borrowed dally via ihe University web page. The caJdendar of
events on the web page has a more complete lint ins, of eventa and can be accessed through "www.bpu.edu".

Invited back to Russia from
the U.S. to finish the film,
banned in 1979.
Randy Gardner on School
Funding (9 p.m.)
1007 Business
Administration Building. Rep.
Randy Gardner will speak on
school funding and the proposed sales tax increase. The
sales tax will most likely be on
the May 5 ballot. The future of
Ohio K 12 education, sales
tax rates, and funding for
higher education will De profoundly influenced by this
issue. Sponsored by the
Bowling Green Student
Education Association.
BGSU Men's Golf at
Xavier Invitational (TBA)
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Clothesline Project

Display (TBA)
Union Mall. The display
will be up all day Monday and
all day.
Clothesline Project
Display (TBA)

will be on campus to display
their merchandise. This is an
excellent opportunity to gain
knowledge on the most current merchandise. Sponsored
by the Sales and Marketing
Clubs!

Union Mall.

Libraries and Learning
Resources' Research
Project Clinics (TBA)
Jerome Library. Students
with research assignments
can set up individual consultations with a reference librarian. Call 419/372-6943 or
stop by the Jerome Library
Reference/Information Desk
to sign up for a time slot.

Tuesday, 4/21/98
Car Expo (7 a.m. - 8 p.m.)
Commuter Mall. Car dealerships and bike dealerships

Earthday Fair (8 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Union Oval. Sponsored by
the Environmental Action
Group. In the event of rain,
the event will take place in the
Amani Room.
Thesis Exhibitions (10

a.m. - 4 p.m.)

Dorothy Uber Bryan and
Willard Wankelman Galleries,
Fine Arts Center. Graduate
and undergraduate student
thesis exhibitions are on display. Free.

<*#*M*'^*^^

AVOID THE RUSH!!!
GET A GREAT APARTMENT WHILE THEY'RE STILL AVAILABLE!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

'701 $r± I bdrnt-free beat, water, sewer
*S$9 4th: I barm-free heat, water, sewer
•710-750 Scott Hamilton:
I bdrm., patfo/balcony
free water, sewer
'$50 Scott Hamflton: I barm-free water, sewer

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

136-86 VI Scott Hamilton: I trttvt PUFUX
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE!

CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third Apt 4, BG
352-4380

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff.
354-2260

John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
IOU41 HOlttINC

OOllu.nr

(across from Taco Bell)

i
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WIRE WATCH

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966
fcflBBWSK,-

News
Digest
complied from wire reports
■ ROLLER COASTER

Passengers stuck upside down on ride
GURNEE. 111. — Riders were trapped upside down for more than
Iwo hours Saturday when the Demon roller coaster at Six Flays Great
America got stuck in a loop.
Four of the 23 riders were treated and released from area hospitals.
The train got stuck around 11 a.m. It took firefighters and park
personnel more than two hours to rescue all the riders, park
spokesman Scott Kirn said.
Park officials were investigating how the train got stuck. Kirn said.
The park has not opened lor the season but was rented out to U.S.
Steel for a party. Kirn said.
■ NORTHERN IRELAND

Protestant party approves peace agreement
BELFAST. Northern Ireland — Faced with fierce Internal dissent.
Northern Ireland's main Protestant party approved the peace agree
ment Saturday, and Its leader challenged the Irish Republican Army
to disavow violence once and for all.
David Trimble, head of the Ulster Unionist Party, won backing from
72 percent of the party's governing council after a week of vehement
protests from dissenting members and from rival Protestant-based
parties.
It was a crucial moment in Northern Ireland's peace process. If he
had lost the vote. Trimble said afterward, he would have asked British
Prime Minister Tony Blalr to call off a May 22 referendum and effectively kill the compromise
Just eight days earlier. Trimble and leaders of seven other parties
had concluded an agreement to set up a Northern Ireland legislature
that would be obliged to work with the Irish Republic on some areas
of policy.
■ POL POT FUNERAL

Khmer Rouge leader cremated without autopsy
PHNOM PENH. Cambadla — Pol Pot. the Khmer Rouge leader
whose reign of terror caused the deaths of up to 2 million Cambodians, was reduced to ashes Saturday on a funeral pyre fed by tires,
wood and his own rattan chair.
One of this century's last communist revolutionaries, the 73-yearold Pol Pot died Wednesday before he could be brought to trial for
genocide.
The Khmer Rouge leader was cremated without an autopsy, fueling
suspicions that he did not die of a heart attack as his comradesturned-captors had claimed, but was killed to keep him from testifying against others.
'The Khmer Rouge is over." said Non Nou, a member of a withering
number of Khmer Rouge guerrillas who hope Pol Pot's death will help
cleanse the group's blood-soaked Image.
■ GOVERNMENT

Salaries range in Washington offices
•WASHINGTON — Government service makes for a swell resume but
it Isn't where cats go to get fat. That often comes later, as Franklin
D. Raines is about to demonstrate. Raines, for one. may earn about
as much in a week at Fannie Mae as he did in a year as President
Clinton's budget chief.
Raines Is part of a long line of Clinton appointees who came from
or left for jobs that pay phenomenally better than their government
work, even if their private sector duties are less consequential.
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubins Cabinet salary of S151.800 Is.
for people In his league, practically lunch money. He's so rich — earning $26 million in his last year as chairman of Goldman Sachs & Co.
— he's been known to charter a Jet on his own tab for government
business.
Clinton's chief of staff. Erskine Bowles, is worth more than S30 million, second only to Rubin. Indeed. Clinton has appointed more millionaires to top jobs than George Bush or Ronald Reagan did.

Cricket spitting, roach racing
highlight Purdue 's 'Bug Bowl'
WEST LAFAYETTE. Ind. — Parents usually discourage their children from putting bugs In their
mouths.
But not at Purdue University's
annual Bug Bowl, where you can't
compete in the cricket spitting inn
test without popping a few of the
chirpers.
Gayle Seals watched proudly
Saturday as her 11 -year-old son.
Dan. made it into the Junior Men s
Cricket Spitting Championship
Round bv spitting a dead cricket
nearly 14 feet.
"He has more guts than I do."
she said.
The purpose of I his yearly entomological extravaganza is to foster
a world where people embrace
insects rather than step on them.
"One of our goals is to get people to better appreciate the roles of
Insects In nature." said Tom
Turpln. a Purdue entomology professor and co-founder of the Bug
Bowl.
They're our recyclers. If it wasn't for these things we'd have dead
trees all over, dead animals on the
sides of the road, all sorts of problems."
Dressed in coat tails with lady
bug buttons and a top hat covered
with colorful Insects, Turpln is a
man who stands by his bugs.
Nine years ago he decided to
have an out-of-class activity where
his students could actually see.
touch and enjoy Insects. A radio
station got wind ol the bug day and
about 200 people showed up.
Since then It's been an annual
event.

This year's Hug Bowl was
expected to at least match las)
year's attendance mark of 12.000
people Cricket spitting Is a crowd
favorite, but there's more,
A step Inside a sprawling yellow
ten) brings the welcoming smell of
melting chocolate and cooking oil.
A closer look reveals samples of
odd delicacies like caterpillar-laced
chocolate chip cookies.
A studenl chel dumps some rice
.ind vegetables Into ,i BKlllet. To the
side is ,i ( up oi writhing, half-inch
long mealworms. How does one
knov when the mealworms are
don« ?
" hey quit moving." the chii
sail without cracking ,i smile.
/ sign near the chocolate cov
erec cricket stand offers reasons
for eating bugs, including "tastes
like chicken" and "50 million
lizards i ant be wrong."
People line up to see displays of
Insecl oriented art, cockroach
races and cockroach tractor pulls.
There's even an Insecl petting KM,
which Includes a 3 inch long
Madagascar Hissing Cockroach
and a 4-inch long, uiisavorv-lookIng New Guinea Stick Insect.
Then there's the cricket spilling. Turpin said thai Ihe crickets
are flown in from a California com
pany that supplies Insects to bai'
shops. The live crickets are fro/.ei
and then thawed oul before ilu
contest, giving contestants the true

reel oi a cricket In their mouth.
"We don't wash them or brush
Iheir teeth or anything." Turpin
said Tins Is anoiliii misconception."

Associated Press photo
Sooji Yi befriends a large tarantula at Purdue University's 'Bug Bowl.'

Waco survivors plan to open museum
WACO. Texas — Sheila Martin
thinks there should be more to
commemorate the deadly Waco
Standoff than the burned rubble of
the Branch Davidian compound.
Ms. Martin, who lost her husband, a son and three daughters In
the Inferno that ended the 51-day
Standoff, hopes a museum slated
to open Sunday — the fifth
anniversary of the fire — will help
her deal with the loss.
"For so many days. I was looking at the building, or looking al
the building on fire, but I don't see
any of the faces." she said. "When
I remembered when I was In Ihere.
I remembered what it was like ... I
remembered those faces."
Ms. Martin, who escaped the
compound before the fire, wants
more people to see those she
remembers.
There are so many things thai
people haven't seen and understood." she said. 'This way. they
can have faces."

Secretaries Week
April 20th - 24th

"When I remembered when I was in there. I
remembered what it was like ... I remembered
those faces."
Sheila Martin
Wai n widow

About 80 people died when Ihe
lire erupted as federa1 authorities
moved on the compound April 19,
1993. in an attempt to arrest
Branch Davidian leader David
Koresh on weapons charges.
Each of Ihose who died in Ihe
fire will be remembered In the
museum by a plaque and a tree
planted al Ihe Mount Carmel site
A memorial service will lake place
Sunday.
"A lot of people come out and
there's not much to see out here."
Davidian Give Doyle said
Doyle began work lasl month on
the wood framed museum wiih Ihe

help ol a handful ol volunteers,
The (Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms) and ihe FBI didn't leave much behind." he said
"We hope through the pictures and
whatever else we put In there that
they will have something to enjoy."
Those who visit the museum
will be able to glance at pholographs, a timeline of the stand
off. and historical memorabilia,
including books and videotapes of
spec! lies from Davidian leaders. A
model of the Davidians' compound
before the fire also will be part of
Ihe exhibit
Ue vr had a lol of people out

Read the News Daily!!!
BG'S FINEST
corW**£eHO»V

Say THANK YOU to your most treasured
employee - YOUR SECRETARY!
KLOTZ has a wide variety
oi gift items, colorful blooming plants,
and gorgeous floral arrangements.

FALL 1998 LISTS
NOW AUAILABLE!
3 Person Rate
Available
Now!

FOX RUN APARTMENTS
Renting For Summer and Fall
• 2 large bedrooms,
fully furnished or unfurnished
• 1 1/2 baths
• washer and dryer in each unit
• dishwasher and microwave
• walk-in closets, extra storage
• self-defrost refrigerators
• self-cleaning range
• deadbolls for safety, patio doors

Klotz Floral, Gift & Garden Center
906 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-8381

here — I guess what you would call
— squatting, talking about what
was supposed to have happened
and what didn't happen, and most
of II was misinformation." Doyle
said. This will give people some
thing worth looking at. something
more informative."
In the five years since the fire,
members of several Davidian facllons have feuded over ownership
rigliis to the she of the compound.
even taking Iheir battle to the
i ouiis
Several have lived on the land
since the standoff ended. Including
Anio Roden. the ex-wife of former
hi.in< h Davidian leader George
Roden, who once operated a
makeshift museum telling her version of the Davidian story.
Koresh look control of the
Branch Davidians In 1987 followIng a shootout with George Roden.
who was sent to a mental hospital
In 1995 after being found Innocent
by reason of insanity in a murder

Clough

X Fox Run

s
I3 E

McDonald's

(Limited number available)

• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.

Wooster
CAMPUS

in
• gas heal • electric, central air •
• individually melered utilities •
• cable TV and phone in each room •
• fully insulated 6" walls '
• brick exterior and hallways *
• soundproofed • fireproofed •

GREENMIAR. INC.

Preferred Properties

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. • 5p.m.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378
"Call-Well meet you there."

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool. Muna. lockar room. walght room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantees

224 E Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

*
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Body of student missing for 3 1/2 months found
The Associated Press
CARRABASSETT
VALLEY.
Maine — Searchers used dogs,
snowmobiles and aircraft lo look
for Kevin Zebrowski. a college student from New Jersey last seen In
a motel bar on a freezing New
Year's night.
His parents left their Jobs to
look for him. posting fliers In New
England and Canada.
More than 3 1/2 months later,
the body of the 21-year-old
Zebrowski was found behind a

convenience store just 340 yards
down the road from the bar. leaving residents and the anguished
parents wondering how the body
was overlooked.
'They themselves had driven by

that spot hundreds of limes."
Wendy Ault. a family friend, said of
Kenneth and Maureen Zebrowski.
Zebrowskl's body was discovered Friday by two skiers who went
behind the store.

An autopsy conducted Saturday
determined lhal Zebrowski, who
left his jacket behind when he disappeared into a nighl with a wind
chill of 45 Mow /.ero. died from
hypothermia due lo exposure.
Authorities believe Zebrowski
would not have survived long in
the cold without a Jacket. Police
did not suspect foul play. Toxicology and blood-alcohol tests were
pending.
"It's obvious that he was covered with snow," Maine Public
Safely Department spokesman

believes that American citizens are
fortunate to live In the United
Slates.
"There Is a lot wrong with this
country, but there is a lot more
right." she said.'
Throughout her campaign she
will also be stressing the Importance of getting involved in politics
and voting. She wants to encourage college students to get involved
with politics and become active
members of society. She said when
she was In college she was actively
involved In anli-war movements.
She wants students to realize the
powerful voice Ihey have and the
difference they can make.
Darrow also said students and
everyone of voting age needs to
exercise their voting right. She said
there is no excuse for not voting,
She said she still remembers the
first time she voted and she never
has and never would miss an
opportunity to vote. She wants to
Inspire people lo take responsibili-

ty as American citizens.
"We need lo not Just respect,
but truly appreciate everyone. We
cannot afford to waste an American citizen." Darrow said.
Her campaign will also focus on
diversity and equality. She said
lhal the Uniled States needs to
make headway against hate. She
said there are too many negative
things going on and people need to
begin to accept and appreciate one
another.
Education will also be one of Ihe
key components of her campaign'
She believes Ohio needs to rededicate Itself to education. She said,
"We support students and make
sure (hey graduate from high
school."
Darrow also said she is a firm
supporter of the underdog. She
believes the "playing field" needs to
be leveled and there is a way lo
build a "common ground." She
said everyday Ihe richer and Ihe
poor are getting poorer, she

believes people need lo put themselves in other people's shoes and
realize that everyone needs help.
"We need lo think lieyond our
own self interests, We have lo
think what is best lor our country."
Darrow said. Darrow also Is a
strong supporter of small farms
and farming communities. She
wants to develop alternative ways
to farming In order lo protect the
waters.
Currently she is a one-woman
campaign, bin she said her family
has been tremendously supportive.
Darrow has a wide range of
political experiences, she has
worked on campaigns al every
political level. She worked on the
Lyndon Johnson for president
campaign and worked on cam
palgns in Iowa. Ohio and California She has also served on Ihe
Planning Commission lor the city
of Bowling Green, the Democratic
Central Committee and the Ward 2
Neighborhood Association. She Is

"They themselves had driven by that spot
hundreds of times."

Wendy Ault
family friend

Stephen Mci.iu--I.uiii said.
A nearby ski rtrea has reported
13 feel ol snow since Jan. I.
Zebrowski. a student at the
University of Maine at Farnungton,
had been drinking and dancing .ii
Judson's Suftarloal Moid and
Gondola liar when he declined i
ride from a designated driver al
1:30 a.m. on New Year's Day. He
was gone when the drivei returned
at 2 a.m.
Zebrowski's father It'll his bank
ing job and his mother took a leave
ol absence irom a cosmetics com-

pany so ihey could move from Railway. N.J.. to Farmlnglon and conduct their own search,
The parents posled a $25,000
reward for information about
Kevm s disappearance. There were
candlelight vigils at the university.
The family distributed thousands
of fliers.
Meanwhile, the body lay a few
minutes' walk away.
They combed the area completely." motel manager Vicki Gregory said. "So that Is the shocking
part, finding him so close."

DARROW
Continued from page one.

stand up for what Is right. Just as
she stands up for what is right for
the Honors Student Association.
she will stand up for what is right
in Congress." Lipscomb said. Darrow has been Interested in politics
since elementary school. She
remembers the time when her
teacher took
her entire class to watch the Eisenhower inauguration on television.
She said she has been Involved In
politics ever since
Darrow was approached by the
Wood County Democratic Central
Committee to run for Congress.
She said in Ihe past she has been
asked lo run for city council, she
said she decided to run because
she feels a loyalty lo the people and
her party She wants to provide a
moderate voice for Northwest Ohio
citizens. Her campaign will have a
wide array of platforms with a
focus on common sense. She

BOMBING
Continued from page one.
Ing to a friend's desk "when everything went behind me."
She and a co-worker lay on the
lloor while a bomb scare drove res
cue workers away.
The other woman grabbed Mrs.
Riley's arm and suggested they
Jump out a window to avoid another explosion.
"I told her. All we have to do is
wait here long enough for them to
gel a ladder lo us,'" she said. "I told
her. God's been with us so far and
that's die only reason why we're
here "
Police eventually helped them
out a broken window and along a
ledge to safety.
Emotional scan have been hard
for some lo shake, and one of Mrs.
Riley's
surviving
CO workers
recently committed suicide.

It's hard to generalize what
many of the victims' families are
feeling now. but anger seems to be
common, said a counselor. Lou
Ann Smllh.
The trials have stirred a lot of
emotions." said Ms. Smith. "It's
mainly the anger with Terry
Nichols and what happened as far
s Ihe outcome with his Jurors."
In December, a Jury convicted
Nichols of Involuntary manslaughter and conspiracy. Many were
angry that the panel found Nichols
guilty of a charge less than firstdegree murder and that il was
unable to agree on a punishment.
Nichols will be sentenced later
l his year. Co-defendant Timothy
McVeigh was convicted of federal
murder and conspiracy counts lied
lo Ihe bombing and was sentenced
lo death.

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only
For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished lownhouses
Close to campus
Buff Apartments
(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished, A/C

B G S L

GUIINIIIA*. IMC.

352-0717
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. - 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

UPSTAIRS AT

HE Management still has
apartments available
Compos Manor
ftockledge Manor
701 Fourth ST.
610 Eighth Street
115 H Mam St
■. fhirdSt

«f 1 Eighth St
311N Mam
UZ Manville
755 Manville
777Mu'.ville

113 Railroad St (next to Kinko's)
352-9302
Mon-Frio-5 Sat 8-12

TWILIGHT,
LOS ANGELES

April 22-25 at 8 p.m.
April 26 at 2 p.m.

lege'.' Darrow said. Before coining
lo Bowling Green, Darrow served
as ihe assistant to Ihe vice presi
dent for Government and Community Affairs and assistant for Student I'rograms. JFK Institute of
Politics al Harvard University.
Denise Vollmar. secretary to the
Honors Program, said Darrow
would make an excellent congresswoman. Vollmar said she is easy to
work with and her determination
seis her far above the rest.
Darrow said If she does not win
ihe election she would consider
running again, but through her
campaign she hopes to Inspire

What da yeu 6£e
Uiau^futwie?

TheBO
Would you like to be a
part of the BIG changes
that are going on at
The BG News?
You could win a $100 gift
certificate to the University
Bookstore by designing a new
Flag and Topic Symbols for
The News.
Requirements

UPTOWN
500 Drinks & Drafts
$1.50 Pitchers

Call for Tickets 372-2719

r^ont procrastinate,
start studying for
finals now!

currently serving on the Unlversl
iv s Human Relations Commission,
Academic
Support
Council.
Administrative Stall Council Sponsorship Committee and Admissions Recruitment Network.
Darrow received her bacheloi s
degree in social science secondary
education Irom the University ol
Northern Colorado She later went
on lo receive a master's degree In
menial health counseling Irom Ihe
University ol Toledo.
"I really value my education
because my father believed that
women did no) need higher educa
Hon. I worked niv way through col-

% live next taW

PRESENTS:

By Anna Deavere Smith
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

Susan Darrow
c andidate for U.S. Congress

fion't go bananas;^
ptik'mq for a plq6«]

Monday Night Party

THEATRE

"My hope is to inspire some young woman on
campus to run for a political office."

DISCO - 80's - 90's
NO COVER OVER 21
$2.00 UNDER 21

Each entry must include a design for both the Flag and
Topic Symbols. Entries must include a one and two color
design. We prefer designs created digitally in programs
such as: Freehand, Illustrator, Quark XPress, Photoshop
or Pagemaker. Each mounted design should be labeled
with the designer's name and phone number on the back
of the board.
1. Flag (nameplate at top of page one) - must be no
larger than 14" wide by 5" deep and can include the
Falcon Head logo. City of Bowling Green Seal or the
University Seal. Must include the phrase "Independent
voice serving the Bowling Green Community for over
75 years" or some variation there of. Must be mounted
on 20"xl5" black board at full size.
2. Topic Symbols — please provide designs for six
of the following topics: Campus News, City News,
Technology, Nation, World, Weather (Seasonal),
Sports, Faculty, Calendar and Administration. Winner
of the competition may be required to produce 15 total
designs and could be offered a staff position. Symbols
will be viewed at l'/i" square but may be presented
larger. Must be presented mounted together on 20"xl5"
black board.
Entries must be turned in to 210 Weil Hull c/o Darla Warnock by
May Slat at 6 p.m. Competition open only to BC.SU atudenta.
Multiple entriea are permitted. For more information call Debbie
or Tara at 372-8296 or Darin at 372-6966.
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3 charged with beating of
13-year-old black child

A nifty perch

AMOcUted
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PTCM

photo

A stork looks around from it's nest, placed at the top of an old
former East German Trabant car in Germany.

Only 2 More weeks of
classes!

Faculty, Staff, and Students
Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.

CHICAGO — When Lenard
Clark was found crumpled and
unconscious on a South Side
street, the victim of a brutal beating, police had no doubt about the
motive.
The black 13-year-old had bicycled into a mostly white neighborhood one nighl last spring, and Ihe
color of his skin apparently
sparked an attack so violent it
touched a nerve across the nation.
President Clinton asked Americans lo pray for the youngster lefl
comalose by a "savage and senseless assault driven by nothing bul
hate." Politicians and civil rights
leaders visited his hospital bed
side.
Thirteen months later, the Ihree
young white men charged with trying to kill Lenard Clark are about
lo go on trial in a case lha1 dramatically underscores the nation's
unresolved racial tensions.
The case may also put pressure
on Cook County State's Attorney
Richard Devlne. a close ally of
Mayor Richard M. Daley, lo show
that Justice is colorblind. Daley is
up for re-eleclion next year and
any perception of unfairness at Ihe
trial could hurt his efforts to build
bridges lo the dry's black community.
"We
as
Americans
and
Chicagoans must come out of
denial — racism Is real." declared
the Rev. B. Herbert Martin, whose
church nestles In Ihe shadows of
the housing projeel where Lenard
and his family lived al the time of

the attack.

The scene of Ihe beating.
Armour Square, is al Ihe edge of
Bridgeport, a neighborhood of lidy
blur collar homes lhal has given
Chicago four mayors In 50 years —
two of I hem named Da lev
The current mayor grew up a
few blocks from Ihe square, a
shady expanse of grass and playground ringed by a neal wroughtIron fence Just north of Comiskey
Park, home of Ihe neighborhood's
beloved While Sox.
Jnsl across ihe busy Dan Ryan
Expressway is another world — a
mile of crumbling high-rise housing projects where elevators often
break, stairwells can be pilch-dark
and foul-smelling, and lough Btreel
gang members sell drugs in Ihe
doorways.
On the day that changed his life
forever, Lenard and a playmate
crossed the bridge lhal spans ihe
expressway on Iheir bicycles, looking for a basketball game. They
were just leaving Ihe square when
they were allegedly approached by
a triool menacing while men ultering racial slurs.
Both tried to gel away bul
Lenard was caught. Police say his
assailants knocked Lenard off his
bike, slammed his head into a
slonc wall and kicked him repeal
edly. leaving Ihe boy brain-injured
and In a comatose state.
Police searched Ihe area for witnesses and arresled three young
Bridgeport residents.
Frank Caruso. 19. Victor Jasas.

"Right now he's trying to cope with the
emotional and psychological ejfects of what
has happened."
Dan Koiin
Attorney who will represeni I enard it he sues

18. and Michael Kwidzinskl. 20.
were charged with attempted mur
der. aggravated battery and commuting a hale (rime. Police said
Ihe Irio wanted lo rid Ihe area of
blacks and bragged about the
attack.
Each has denied attacking
Lenard.
Martin. Ihe minister, said Ihe
Caruso and Jasas families had
been volunteers in a "Hands
Al ross the Bridge" project he started In an effort to bring Ihe white
and black communities together.
"Irony of ironies." said Martin,
who was pastor to the late Harold
Washington. Chicago's first black
mayor Here are wonderful. Godloving citizens ... and here they are
on tbe fronl pages of newspapers
because their children are involved
in ihis terrible, controversial situation."
Jury selecllon. scheduled to get
underway Monday before Circuit
Judge Daniel l/xallo. is expected
lo be a lengthy process. Two separate |urles will l»- In the courtroom
lo decide Ihe guilt or Innocence of
Caruso and Jasas. U>callo will
decide Kwidzinski's fate, since Ihe

UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL
Denny Smith's BG Truck Accessories
1055 N. Main ST. BG 352-2958

Jwgf* U-HAUL

GOOD ALL YEAR

00*53**^"

1027 N. Main 352-4178

Howard's Club H

LET US HELP YOU
INTO YOUR
FUTURE!

Great Food 4 ice Cream

*TAPE

"«S

352-9951

Monday
Loud & Local
No Cover

* OTHER MOVING SUPPLIES

* CAL L US AND WE'LL PICK YOU UP *
UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL

Mon-Sal 2-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

0 N. Main

* Trucks & Trailers
* BOXES

defendant declined a jury trial.
Lenard is expected lo testify.
Although he has said he doesn'l
remember what happened thai
nighl. allori.eys say he can recall
his long weeks in a rehabilitation'
hospital and the painful efforts to
piece his life together.
'Right now he's Irving lo cope
with Ihe emotional and psycholog
ical effects of whal has happened
said Dan Kotm. an attorney who
will represent Lenard if he sues iln
alleged assailants and iheli faml
lies
After the attack, Lenard and I
family moved out of the projei is
and into a four bedroom home
provided by Ihe city's housing
authority. Because of his Impaired •
cognitive skills, he needs round
Ihe clock supervision, and dm lore
say he may never make a full
recovery from the attack.
"He's going to school and he's al '
his appropriate grade, but he's in !
special classes." Kolin said. "He ]
has a brain injury and it affects his j
ability lo perform in school. He's
getting around and he's trying tol
lead as normal a life as he can, lint
he needs constant care."

21 and over

£t£

Pool • Video Games • Ping Pong • Pinbal

Don't Miss Earth Day Speaker
DAVE FOREMAN in person

Make Food Your Business!
Grow Your Career In Kroger
Store Management.

"IN DEFENSE OF THE WILD"
7:30pm - Tuesday, April 21
101 Olscamp
FfiEE AMD

k
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ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
PROVOST MB VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
VICE-PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT OF BIOtOBICAl SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
DEPARTMENT OF POPULAR CULTURE

Join Kroger, one of the nations' largest and fastest
growing supermarket chains for the chance to build
an exciting career path. Our accelerated growth
dictates the need to fill store management positions
with individuals who are ambitious, hardworking
and who enjoy a challenging environment!

RESIDENCE UFE SPECIAL PROGRAM SERIES
WSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF CULTURE AND SOCIETY
WOMYN FOR WOMYN
RESIDENT STUDENT A880CIATION
PROBRRMMER'S COUNCIL

ANTIRACIST ACTION
WBBU 88.1 EM
UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES OFFICE
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Kroger Managers Begin Their Careers With:
•Excellent Management Training Programs
• Health Care Benefit Plans
•401 (k)
• Company Paid Pension
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan
• Paid Vacations
• Promotional Opportunities
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HONOR'S PROCRAM
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROCRAMS
HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
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FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION, PLEASE MAIL YOUR RESUME TO:

THE KROGER CO.
4111 EXECUTIVE PARKWAY
WESTERVILLE, OHIO 43081
ATTENTION: HUMAN RESOURCES
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Falcon offense shows
it'll be in good hands
□ The Brown and Orange game was highlighted by quarterback
Ricky Schneider and a
host of talented
receivers.
ByTODMcCLOSKEY
TheSC News
Saturday, the Falcon football
team found out something they
never knew. They have wide
receivers and they can catch.
Kurt Gerling caught a leaping
touchdown catch and racked up
123 yards receiving from first-

offense quarterback Ricky
Schneider. The first-team
offense, led by Schneider for the
entire game, scored 35 points,
shutting out the second team.
Schneider, who was named the
game's offensive MVP, thought it
was the receivers who shined the
most.
"They did a great job today,"
Schneider said. "I think all of
them had a great game. They
were running their routes very
well and it just seemed that everything was clicking on offense"
Along with Gerling, wideouts
Matt Bunsey and converted running back Leon Weathersby
opened some eyes with great catches and quickness. The wideout

position was considered weak
and slow, but that was before the
scrimmage.
"I think the wide receivers
really surprised me this afternoon, because we are so young
and Inexperienced there," coach
Gary Blackney said. "But they
were there, Kurt Gerling, Matt
Bunsey and Leon Weathersby
came up and made some big
plays and Josh Siebenhar Is a
good guy with good hands."
Not only did the first-team
offense dominate, but the defense did Its part against the second team.
The second-team offense, led
by last year's red-shirted freshman Jason Dailey, was shut out

Jason Su|f ■

The annual Brown and Orange scrimmage ended the spring practice season for the Falcon football team.
The first-team offense scored 35 points against the second-team defense.
by a powerful first-team defense.
Defensive back Malcolm Robinson was named the defensive
MVP for the Falcons. But in the

end, the first team offense
seemed the most prepared for
the game.
In the first drive of the game.

Schneider threw a 40-yard touch
pass that was caught by Gerling,
• See OFFENSE, page eight.

Men's tennis suffers first MAC losses
□ After starting MAC
play winning its first five
matches, the Falcons
dropped a pair of
contests over the weekend to finish at 5-2.
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
The Falcon men's tennis team
entered the weekend with a per-

fect 5-0 record in the MidAmerican Conference. They left
the weekend in third place.
Two other teams also entered
the weekend without a defeat and
they both handed the Falcons losses. Ball State beat BG 5-2 on
Friday and Western Michigan
beat them 4-3 Sunday afternoon.
Bowling Green will now go into
the MAC tournament next week
with a third seed. Ball State, who
beat Western on Saturday, will
get the top seed, while Western
takes the second seed.

"We're disappointed," BG
coach Jay Harris said on Sunday.
"We were really in control of
most of the matches and just
couldn't close them out."
Sunday's match with Western
experienced a couple of rain delays before they moved the
match to Shadow Valley tennis
club in Toledo.
The first stoppage seemed to
help BG if anything.
After taking the doubles point,
two matches to one, the Falcons
came out strong. The first two

singles matches to finish were
both BG wins.
Milan Ptak beat the Broncos'
Kevin Reed 7-5, 64 in No. 2 singles.
Ryan Gabel won an Intense
match against WMU's Ryan Tomlinson 7-5, 6-2. Both players were
very demonstrative in both their
celebrations and their protests of
calls.
"The guys on the team get
fired up when I'm vocal," Gabel
said. "I don't think my opponent
look to it very well. I'm going to

BE

Men's Tennis

motivate myself all I can." After
the second delay, the decision
was made to move indoors. The
move seemed to deflate the Falcons.
Going inside, the Falcons were
up 3-0 and only needed one win in
the four remaining matches.
They would not get it.
Radu Barton lost his No. 1 singles match in three sets, 3-6, 7-5,

6-4. Matt Wiles dropped another
three-setter to Kyle Gernhofer
3-6, 6-4, 6-3. Dave Anderton lost
to Fernando Garcia 6-3, 7-6, and
Barend Rutten beat Brandon
Gabel 6-1.6-7.7-6.
"We went indoors and looked
tired," Harris said. "They took it
to us and were the more aggressive team."
. BG finished the regular season
with a record of 11-11 overall, 5-2
in the MAC. The MAC tournament will start Thursday at Ball
State.

Colts take Manning with top pick
Moss drops to Vikings at 21
The Associated Press

Alloc latcd Prfii photo

Indianapolis selected quarterback Peyton Manning with the first pick in Saturday's NFL draft.
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NEW YORK -- Peyton Manning
still was the No. 1 pick in the NFL
draft. Randy Moss fell all the
way to 21st.
Manning's decision to bypass
last year's draft and stay at Tennessee for his senior season
didn't hurt his status. The Indianapolis Colts selected him
Saturday to lead off the draft.
"I came back to be a senior and
I think I'm a stronger person and
a stronger player because of it,"
the All-America quarterback
said.
"Peyton, because of his experience and maturity level in the
game of football ... fit best for
us," said Colls president Bill Polian. "We're going to throw him
in; Game 1 or Game 4, he's going
to learn on the job."
San Diego, which traded two
players and three picks to Arizona to move up from third overall to second, then took Ryan Leaf
of Washington State.
Manning beat his father, Archie, by one spot; the elder Manning was the second overall
choice in 1971.
Manning became the first
quarterback taken atop the draft
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Steering Committee
Diane Grassi-marketinq chair
Finance Committee
Sleph Saylor
Bethany Tobin
Jaimee Johnson
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Committee
Kristie Norman
Jen Say re
Erin Grady
Angie Bigson
Jill Clark
Catering
Jennifer Cipra
Karen Kleeve
Communication*
Erin Oyster
Event Management Committee
Colleen Kulenkampff
Kate Krisjanis
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• See DRAFT, page nine.

Attention all Seniors and Underclass Students!

Congratulations on the most money raised for Dance Marathon!!

Wii

Moss, the highly productive
receiver from Marshall with a
myriad of off-field problems,
once was rated the fourth-best
player in the draft. But he
dropped all the way (o Minnesota
at 21st.
Arizona, as expected, went for
Florida State's quick, powerful
defensive end Andre Wadsworth
The Cardinals will put him on
what should be a formidable defensive line that includes Simeon
Rice and Eric Swann.
"We decided some time ago
Andre Wadsworth was our man,"
Cardinals coach Vince Tobin
said. "You draft a complete
package, and Andre was the
complete package. No matter
what was offered, we were going
to stick with him."
Charles Woodson, the only
primarily defensive player to
win the Helsman Trophy, was
next, to Oakland. An All-America
comerback and kick returner,
Woodson fits the mold the
Raiders like: a big-play, big-name
performer.
Woodson was the seventh Heisman Trophy winner to become
a Raider.
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since Drew Bledsoe in 1993. The
biggest difference for him over
last year was the team ~ in 1997,
the New York Jets owned the
pick before trading it to St. Louis.
As he came forward to display
his No. 18 Colts jersey, Manning
was booed by the gallery in Madison Square Garden, many of
them Jets fans who felt spurned
by him a year ago.
Manning requested to wear No.
18, which his father wore at Mississippi. Manning could not get
that number at Tennessee and
wore 16.
The choice of Manning and
Leaf marked the first time since
1993 (Drew Bledsoe and Rick
Mirer) and the third time overall
(Jim Plunkett and Archie Manning in 1971) that quarterbacks
went 1-2.
Leaf was the second leading
passer in the nation and expressed a desire to play for the
Chargers long before they chose
him.
"It's kind of scary to think of
the future without one of these
guys," Chargers general manager Bobby Beathard said of the
two quarterbacks. "We could go
five to 10 years and never get
this opportunity."
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DGR
Lynne Gearing
Bree Swatt
Dancer*
Becky Norsk:
Erica Gillespie
Belsy Whitman
Kim Taylor
Macqueline Grays
Tara Gore
Other Volunteer*
Melissa Poarch
Christy Burger
Whitney Well
Kalie Clarkj
Meagan Hartzell
Lindsey Neman
Mindy Pasztor
Sara Stern
Julie May
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MeMer*
Erin McChesney
Leslie DePew
Sara Theis
Sara Hilliard
Julie Donatone
Julie McDonald
Nichole Nester
Karey Weaver
Nicole Zumpano
Holly Durm
Mindy Thiel
Tabatha Dodds
Stephanie Maioney
Denise Grine
Missy Pasztor
Jaime Szoszorek
Nimln Snodnva
Kara Kozub
Carrie Slranton
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Lots of FREE
FOODU
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Come and have "One Last
Nissan AAW^'- ▼•»*• •* W
V/inanevvNi*Senior Celebration ^ts
1998
April 23, 7-10 pm
Anderson Arena
People's Choice Award
for Best Pizza and Subs

of

Ooor

Live D] and the
Kestaur

ants0fBG!
Anderson Arena is Downtown BG on April 23rd:
Don't miss the biggest party of the year!

HIBG!
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Ailing back forces
White's retirement
The Associated Press

GREEN BAY, Wls. - Reggie
White, the NFL's career sacks
leader. Is retiring because of a
bad back.
"He will be missed for a lot of
reasons, but in some respects it's
time," Green Bay Packers coach
Mike Holmgren said in making
the announcement on Sunday.
The team said White, 36, who
recently was criticized for insensitive remarks in a speech to
Wisconsin lawmakers, would
hold a news conference on
Wednesday.
White, who made the Pro Bowl
a record 12 times, had 10 sacks
last year, giving him 176 for his
13-year career. But he was both-

ered by a bulging disc in his
lower back that limited his playing time.
The Packers had wanted him to
return for his leadership qualities, promising he'd play about
half the snaps. But that wasn't
enough to persuade him to
change his mind.
White did not immediately return a message from The Associated Press left on his answering
machine in Green Bay.
White told Holmgren soon
after the Packers' Super Bowl
loss to Denver that he doubted
he'd return to Green Bay for a
sixth season.
But Holmgren told him to take
his time in making a decision
about retirement. The two met

The Associated Press

Nelson, who had a closing 72,
and Gil Morgan provided the
only true competition of the day
- a footrace for the second-place,
which was worth $60,000 more
than third.
Morgan had two birdies on the
front, including a 30-foot putt on
No. 8. But bogeys on holes 1, 10,
13 and IS left him even for the
day with a 283, a stroke behind
Nelson.
Nelson also encountered trouble ~ not all of it of his own doing.
A turtle moved his ball after it
landed in a bunker short of the
sixth green - apparently the
turtle's nesting area. Nelson
shooed the turtle away with a
prod of his wedge, then shot the
ball to the fringe. He made par.

PALM BEACH GARDENS, Fla
- Hale Irwin shot a 2-underpar-70 Sunday to become the
first man since World War II to
win three consecutive PGA
Seniors' Championships.
There was little drama as Irwin
dominated the 6,722-yard Champion course at the PGA National
Golf Club wire to wire. He had
done so since the second round of
the 1997 tournament. He was
35-under in his 12 rounds here
the last three years.
He began the day with a birdie,
and added two more at holes 6
and 11 for a 27S total and an seven-stroke victory over Larry
Nelson.
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What's on Tap
a

White, who joined the Packers
in 1993 after eight seasons with
the Philadelphia Eagles, was to
enter the second year of a fiveyear contract extension that
called for him to make a base
salary of $2.6 million in 1998.

Fan favorite Jack Nicklaus, a
co-leader with Irwin after an
opening round of 68, shot 72 Sunday to finish 1-over.
Dave Stockton, who had 73s in
each of the first three rounds,
finished tied for fifth with Dale
Douglass - 12 strokes behind Irwin - after shooting a 68. It was
the low round of the day.
Nelson was even through the
first 10 holes and trailed Irwin by
seven shots going to No. 11, a
412-yard par-4 that finishes over
water.
He lost any remote chance to
contend when he bogeyed the
hole while Irwin birdied for a
nine-stroke lead.
Irwin averaged 69.1 for the 12
rounds in the past three years.

Baseball

Wright
Slat*
3:00

Ball SI.
(DH)
1:00

a

Softball

Miami
(DH)
2:00

va.
CHwland
Stata
3:30

Mid-American Conference
Champlonahipt
at Akron

at Penn Relays

Track & Field

at Drake Relays
at Hillsdale Relays
at
Xavier
Invt.
all day

Men's Golf

WBGU - games on 88.1 FM
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Continued from page seven.

off his feet in the endzone. Gerling then set up the second touchdown, leaping over cornerback
Junior Williams, landing at the
2-yard line.
"With the first play for the
touchdown, he hit me and then he
started to confide in me a little
more," Gerling said. "He
(Schneider) made it happen once
and it could happen again."
On the same drive and facing a
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Congratulations to our Winners
I1B<1> AXA

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

352-0717

3XAVEEK APPUtATION
WART sm; REACTION AS ASSESSED B> INVESTIGATOR

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

CREENBRIAR,

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
INC. 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

HURRY FOR A NbW APARTMENT IN THE FALL!
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' "I feel like we've had a really
good spring," Blackney said.
"The one thing I've seen Is a
team unity and a team cohesiveness that hasn't been around here
for a long time.

Front and Center

QQ»AQ8

Sporeored. by The BG News

with Carr\e and Jocelyn
WFAL 6&0 AM/
Wood Cable Channel 20

Tkt
'Bfoktdotn'Palaoi
Alternative Clothing • Spring Wear
• Beoded/Hemp Jewelry • imported
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Unique Candles • Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Han Glitter (gold & silver)»
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantees)* Hair Coloring

Wrvinr.sdays 7 pm - 9 pm
Call m at 372-241S
This week's topic:
Ho* the Sursar Office really
works. With Special Guest:
Joe Martini (Bursar)
also BG's Jackle-0
Chapman HaH update
Listen t>etween 3 - E>20 for your
chance u> win free passes to
Frankies to see Gold Tooth
Pisplay with Bitter Delores
Saturday April, 25th.

|wt BCNT VIDEOS • Lorgest Collection of
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Children's Videos • Comedy
445 E. Wooster
(Al the railroad track*)
Mon-Sar. 11 :M-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

■to-k-b-k-to-k-d-k-ti-k-Ci-k-Ci-k-ti-k-Ci

An Zotmituj, WUU Ike. BtaM,
A semi-formal dance sponsored by
the Honors Student Association.
Date: Friday, April 24, 1998
Time: 7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Place: St. Thomas More Gymnasium
425 Thurstin
Tickets jre $5.00 per person, burMrabte. They are available
in (he Honors Office, 104 University Hall.

Drinks and hors d'oeuvres will be served.
•ti-k-tt-kis-k-ii-k-ti-k-ttit-ti-k-ti-k-tt
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The scrimmage marked the
end of spring practice and the
Falcons know Saturday's performance can carry over into the
fall.
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burners for"a 46-yard play.
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CARDY
GROUP
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third-and-goal at the two,
Schneider bootlegged the ball
himself, going untouched into the
endzone for the second touchdown.
Schneider threw for 260 yards
and three touchdowns on the day,
but still it was the game-breaking
receiving efforts by the wideouts
that surprised many.
Bunsey had an over-theshoulder catch deep in the endzone. Weathersby caught a short
Schneider pass and turned on the
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King Cobra Firestone
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at Akron
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Don't Miss: Falcon baseball plays Jour games with Miami over weekend

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!
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EMU
(DH)
1:00

Women's Tennis
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mfmnam

v*.
CMU
(DH)
2:00

Mid-Amarican Conference
Championships
at Ball Stata
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(DH)
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Men's Tennis

Gamma, Panhellenic Council 81 IFC
Would like to thank the following Chapters
for their participation in the Safe Spring
Break Banner Contest:
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A look at the week ahead
in Bowling Green athletics

April 20-26

earlier this month and again
Sunday, Holmgren said.
"The overriding factor was his
back," Holmgren said. "He has
just not felt very good this offseason."
The Packers drafted two defensive linemen in the NFL draft,
but still wanted White to return.
Green Bay lost its other starting defensive end when Gabe
Wilkins signed with San Francisco as a free agent in February.

Irwtn continues dominance
of Seniors' Championship

Monday, April 20, 1998

s^.iss.israa:
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Looking for a Summer Job in Mansfield?
Beckley Cardy Group has been in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.

iLMIXk 10O4 WIQI. 3H
*

«l

We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-589-1903 or 800-305-0174, extension 1903.
i
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DRAFT
First Round

Continued from page seven.

defensive line by taking end
Grant Wlstrom of Nebraska. WlsChicago used the fifth pick for trom won the Lombardi Award as
Penn State running back Curtis the nation's top lineman.
Enis, the third junior in the first
Kyle Turley, whose stock skyfive selections. Enis was sus- rocketed after a sensational
pended prior to the Citrus Bowl showing at the NFL combine, was
for accepting a suit from an chosen seventh overall by the
agent, then announced he was en- Saints.
tering the draft.
Dallas, worried about injuries
Enis is the third Penn State on its defensive line, chose end
runner drafted in the top five this Greg Ellis of North Carolina,
decade, joining Blair Thomas In while the crowd booed the Cow1990 and Kl Jana Carter in 1995. boys.
Thomas was a bust and Carter
has not overcome a knee injury
After Jacksonville lost free
sustained in his first preseason agent running back Natrone
game.
Means, it moved to fill the hole
St. Louis went for help on the by taking Fred Taylor of Florida.

The BG N
Classified
Ads
372-6977
i

Cycling Club Mealing
Everyone interested m participating next year
In tie cycling dub should attend an intormaBonal meeting on Tuea.. April 21 at 7.00pm.
This meeting will take place in Room 103 in tie
BA buildmg
EUROPE-SUMMER M
»20» (each way plus taxes)
CaribbearVMeuco 8220 r/t
CALL 800 328 2009
hnpynwww.aimitch.org

CAMPUS-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
AS WE PROMOTE A RESPECT FOR DIVERSITY
CAMPUS ANO COMMUNITY MEMBERS ARE
INVITED TO
THE LAUNCHING EVENT Of
THE CELEBRATION OF
HUMANKIND
THE ARK BAND
THE AREA'S LEADING REGGAE BAND

FREEI

BUILDING

WEDNESDAY, APRIL IS
• 00PM-I30OAM
LENHART BALLROOM
EXPRESSIONS REFLECTING DIVERSITY
CREATED BY CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY
MEMBERS WILL BE ON DISPLAY
SPONSORED BY:
BGSU Human Relenons Commission. ECAP,
American Culture Studies Academic Enhancement. AYA Spain. Alumni Aff.is. The
Center tor Multicultural and Academic Inioa
lives. English, Ethnic Studies. Political Science. Sociology. Student AHaira. Women Stud-

FREE

SKYOIVE at SKYOIVE BG in Bowing Green.
OH., just 10 mm. southwest ol BGSU campus.
Season opening special, through end of Aprs,
lull $100 per person. Don't miss this opporsjri
lyl Cal 352-5200 lor reservations.

Hey YOU,
WANT TO GET LUCKY?
Get your chance
ai me Beyond BG
Senior Celebration
Remember you muet
be there to win the
pnzes you bought Beiceis lor.
■ EYONOM

Summer storage units available
Close lo campus. Call Buckeye Storage
352-1520.

SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM
Inlornralion Meeting
Tuesday, April 21
torn BA 1000
Laal ohance to "Oitcover Europe"

MICHAEL GULEZ1AN
Fri.Apr.24.1998
Silver »ver Cafe
800pm

CAMPUS EVENTS

1. Indianapolis, Peyton Manning, qb, Tennessee.
2. San Diego (from Arizona), Ryan Lea/, qb, Washington St.
3. Arizona (from San Diego), Andre Wadsworth, de, Florida St
4. Oakland, Charles Woodson, db, Michigan.
5. Chicago, Curtis Enis, rb, Penn St.
6. St Louis, Grant Wlstrom, de, Nebraska.
7. New Orleans, Kyle Turley, ot, San Diego St.
8. Dallas, Greg Ellis, de, North Carolina.
9. Jacksonville (from Buffalo), Fred Taylor, rb, Florida.
10. Baltimore, Duane Starks, db, Miami.
11. Philadelphia, Tra Thomas, ot, Florida St.
12. Atlanta, Keith Brooking, lb, Georgia Tech.
13. Cincinnati, Takeo Spikes, lb, Auburn.
14. Carolina, Jason Peter, dt, Nebraska.
15. Seattle, Anthony Simmons, lb, Clemson.

Questions? Call 372-716*
Sponsored by UAO
PHI ETA SKIM A
Congratulations to our new initiates!
If you cannot attend initiation on
Sunday. April 10SI2 30 please
pick up your certificate in 550 Ed. Bldg

MATCH POINT
When building a campfire,
clear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

PERSONALS
ADOPTION LOVING. COLLEGE EDUCATED
COUPLE wishes to adopt We can provide a
child with fine education 8 a beautiful home
filled with much love A laughter. Please call
C.noV a CWl 800-333-2118

There's only ONE WAY
!0 Beyond BG
Follow the signs lo Anderson Arena
April 23rd tarm 7-10pm
The Biggest Party ol (he year*

Do you like Pizza, Subs. 8 Wings?,
Who serves the best? Try some FREEI
Taste and vole at

WFAL

Beyond BG

ia taking you back to the 80'sl
On AprJ 22 be sure to catch
The Breakfast Club at 7pm and
11 Candleeat 9pm in 111 Oscampi
It's only $1.50 lo see them both
and have a chance to wm some
great prizesll

"One Last Taste of BG"
Anderson Arena-Apri 23rd, 7-10pm.

SERVICES OFFERED

HEY Kamikazes,
The great music, nice bartenders, and great
tasting kamikazes make for a fun Saturday
rejht
Than kali

GREEK WEEK IS HEREI
One Common Bond
Winning chapters wiB receive
a donation to their chanty)

"U-Hiul Truck! I Trailers"
3522958, 1055 N. Main
U-H«ul RanUla

Looking for something lo do? Come lo How
era's lor a Benefit Concert sponsored by
BGSU tor Camp on April 21 jt from 10-2. Featuring: Choke Sympatiy, Evolotio. The Sweet
Little High Fi's and Jimi Danger's Air Force. 83
at door- Raffle s'

Pregnanf
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring

«

354-4873. BG Pregnancy Center

16. Tennessee, Kevin Dyson, wr, Utah.
17. Cincinnati (from Washington), Brian Simmons, lb, North
Carolina.
18. New England (from New York Jets), Robert Edwards, rb,
Georgia.
19. Green Bay (from Miami), Vonnle Holllday, dt, North Carolina.
20. Detroit, Terry Fair, db, Tennessee.
21. Minnesota, Randy Moss, wr, Marshall.
22. New England, Tebucky Jones, db, Syracuse.
23. Oakland (from Tampa Bay), Mo Collins, ot, Florida.
24. New York Giants, Shaun Williams, db, UCLA.
25. Jacksonville, Donovln Darius, db, Syracuse.
26. Pittsburgh, Alan Faneca, g, LSU.
27. Kansas City, Victor Riley, ot, Auburn.
28. San Francisco, RW. McQuarters, db, Oklahoma St.
29. Miami (from Green Bay), John A very, rb, Mississippi.
30. Denver, Marcus Nash, wr, Tennessee.

COLUMBUS AREA STUDENTS
Summer |nlernahipa-e7.50vtir
avertable 81MATONWOEI
Soph, Jr. or Sr Bus. IPC or ofier masor
kx various office poeiSons-NOT SALES
Apply O Co-op: 310 StSvcs Bog
2-2451 -Oeedlin.: 4/21
MUST have Columbus houalng.
Friday's at Kamikazes
25 cent draft 4-8pm
Your Friday afternoon desananon
after class.

THANK YOUI
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Northwestern Otso
would like K> ffiank the following volunteers for
their time and effort in making a difference in
the Me of a child
UnHsyriios
Metesa Hartman
Stephen Hopkins
PendaHortrjn
Mathwon Howard
AdamKennah
KrieanaKosa
Sandra LaGm
Meredith Long
StacieMcOemel
Duana Pears
KrisPNUps
Jenmler Rinehart
Mcnelle Robinson
Jonathon Rohdy
Richard Scheckler
Renee Semen
Kelly Shanklin
Kevin Slone
Robert Strauss
GeneTiel
RckieWaugh
NMonal Volunteer Week April 19-Apr il 25

Thurs at Kamikazes
Pitcher specials 7pm-2am
Tuesday's at Kamikazes
Ladies mght, 75 cent drinks

Weds at Kamikazes
Karaoke with Rich Mcf-el
10pm-2am. Free pool al night

WANTED
Famaia ■ubeaaaer needed
475.00 EnUf • www
♦ Eltaric
Call Aaron 352 «635
OfH««trw3S2S443
Female tubleaaer needed tor summer for larg*
two bedroom apartmeni
Own room.
I2O0 00/monm. Contact Stacay at 353-5028.

Q&carktt's
TOTALLY NUDE!

BGSU
vs.
Wright St.
Tuesday

nowavstoMc
Apartments for Summer & Fall '95
• I & 2 Bedrooms
• Furnished and Unfurnished
• 3 Great Locations
• Gas Heal & Gas Coohing incl.
• Swimming Pools
• Campus Shuttle
su\ 12-3
1400 Napoleon Road 352-9135 rtoa- w. 9-6 sm. 10-2

aUpmm
440 Student Services

SUMMER STUDY PROOR AM
Information Meeting
Tuesday. April 21
8pmBA1000
Leal chane. ID *0acDVsY Europe"

MEN'S BASEBALL
IWINTHROP TERRACE APIS

National Residence Hat Honorary
Applications due today

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
Do you have a Summer job?
Is it related lo your major/career goafs?
Come and see if you qualify lor
CO-OP 050
a NO-COST transcript notation
Lend CREDIBILITY lo your employment
Coop:310SSBMg.372-2451 detail.

come party with the trendsetters in Adult Entertamm
Entertainment

Beanh Parts
Wednesday, April 22nd

CASH & PRIZES
Wednesday $10 Dances
Thursday Amateur Contest

>fi0'
^Cf

$500 Cash Prize
1/2 OH Cover HII7PM

3.-00

Friday & Saturday Party '111 5AM
Sunday Open 6PM - 2 AM

Steller Field

ilj UU '

:
■

.

I

.

:

in li .)i]

■

(419)476 961'
SW

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

.."'...

$2.00 OFF WITH THIS AD ON APRIL 22ND

Did you know?
Issue 2 on the May 5th Ballot could affect:
•
•
•
•

The Quality of K-12 Education
Funding for BGSU
Tuition Bills
State Services for Children, Families, and Senior
Citizens
• Property Tax
• Sales Tax
OHIO HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE

If you have Genital Warts
(the fastest growing sexually transmitted disease)

-►RANDY GARDNER*

ask your doctor about...

TO SPEAK ON ISSUE 2
Mon. April 20th @ 9:00 PM
1007 Business Administration

Come learn more about Issue 2

Sponsored by BwAng Gran S*JGWI Eouraton
Educaton

Cream,
v& (IMIQUIMOD)
(iMinu
5%

?js University Dining Services
Congratulations to the following Thirst For Action"
^:-f%?'Crystal Light promotion winners
Week #1 winners are...
Radio Headset
Chris Decker - Commons
Corinne Dickey - McDonald
Kristin Ferretti - Prout
Lahna Brouston - Kreischer
Stephanie Hanaych - Union

Sports Watch
Amy Eborg - Commons
Steve Hoops - McDonald
Ginger Srrugeon - Prout
Vaness Vani - Kreischer
Lana Bateson - Union

i
TruretForAcbon"

a patient-applied treatment for genital warts.

Please see accompanying brief summary of patient information.
Most local skin reactions are mild to moderate and include erythema,
erosion, flaking, edema, scabbing and induration at the wart site.
Most common application-site reactions were itching (26%),
burning (16%), and pain (4%) at the wart site.

3M Pharmaceuticals
I

The BG News

page 10
•1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Fraalntorma»on.Call4iO-»47-147$.

Male MUr nmM ex Fan mMW 006 E.
WooeMr Green houM aaoii from Founders.
'mon location Weener-Dryer Cool P.mts
Cet1 John at 353-129».

(42-45K Salary "Fee petd" Supplier/layout
expenanoal "Aulo mlg" Excellent oeneHtil
Quick hirel MaryLou 1 800 562 4792 ext. 2222
IMPERIAL

ftoomate nwIM lor 96-90 school year 2
bdrm 2 barn close to campus. Tone or Jane &
372-1150.

-United Parcel Service"
$500 Hiring Bono.
Mdnight Shiha. Cal tor details
M SO/hour 4 great benefits
Cal UPS ©41B-B01-8820
To schedule an interview
-United Parcel Service"

noomali naadad for female grad student Aug.
'96 thru May or Aug. 99 $185-mo ♦ uDI . own
room. Muit lika can. Call Liya @> 353-1138,
leave meg.
Suoleoaer needed lor aummaf
Ibdrm Apt (2S0VMO Can 362-2550.

Ext. paintem wanted for aumme*. $6-tVrv. No
exp
neceiaary Toledo area Call Man
*>1 -600-679-2656 •«. 220
Help wanted. Babysitter tor 2 children. In my
homo. Must bo energetic, love sports A have
own tranaportatlon. Daily summer work.
Please call Pa*«? 352-8284.
HELP WANTED:
Childcare in my Penysburg Ft. Merge home
beginning In May. Would like 3 lull weekdays
(730am-5 00pm) lor 3 children. Flexible Requires a canng, dependable, non-smoker with
dependable transportation ExceHeni pay. Ret
erencee required. 4194J74-3641. laave me*
»*0*

Summar sub! sees r naadad, 1 badrm furnished
all, apt, raw neooaaole. oal Dan 352-7586

An untorgenacJe Summar E xpenence working
with youth and teens at YMCA Soar Camps
located in Jackaon. Ml Seeking counselors.
IHeguards. sailing instructors, equestrian stall.
day camp assistants Contact Liz Trapp or
Reggie Robertson at (517) 536-8607 or a mail
uaalysiprergdma.net

Wanted 1 or 2 Summar suhlsrs needed lor
large 1 bdrm apt. ctoee » campua. Fum ArC
»200.mo Can at 354-3125
Wanted: UalarTamaH rmt naadad lor Summar. Oam bdrm torn. Call at 354-6671.

ARE

W* pay top HOT grao-aDon odiets Plaaaa can
TarnyM at 352-2072

HELP WANTED
SM llaading Homa to Oavaland lor tha Summar? Hatp pay tor Fan moon or hava extra $
tor aummar. 17/hr. 8-5 M-F No weekends *
no experience nacaaaary. Modam Officaa In
Oavaland Araa-CU 216-226-7117.
• IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out any PIG. I8M. Xarox. a hundrads of
o*<ar top oDmpanias want atudanta who hava
been through our aummar training program.
Over 90X of tha atudanta using our placement
oflioa tound career joba last year Average
monthly income $2174. All majors apply. Cal
1-»00-307-«a38
-

•Pan-Time Help Headed
Altar graduation, cleaning 4 misc work tor
summar Call 353 0325

"\

HKMAND

MANAGEMENT
130 E. wUitnpon Sons. Bowling Green. Ohio

ASSEMBLERS Excellent income 10 assemble
products at homa. Into 1-504 646-1700 DEPT
OH 6255
Babysitter naadad in our home Call 352-5724
Through summer/varying times 4 8 5 year old
chadran
Camp Counselors New York
Co-ad Trim Down.Fitness Camp located in Via
Catskil Mountains. Good salary, internship
credits & tree RrrvBd. All sports, water skiing.
canoeing, ropes, lifeguards, crafts, dance, aer
oMca. nutrition S general counselors. Also
kitchen, office. & night watchman. 120 positions Camp Shane (800) 202-2287. Web
www camps ha ne com
CRUISE SHIP S LAND-TOUR JOBSExceHent benefits World Travel Ask us howl
517-324-3080 ext. C55444.

419 354-6036
Th« Highland* - Graduate
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quietl
From $410/mo. For more info, call
354-6036

OBenedeflo's aummar delivery A preppoaWona. Apply 2-5. M-F. l432EWcosler
DONT READ THIS il you Ike work«vj tor minimum wage, staying home m OIK). 6 seek secure non rewarding work HOWEVER il you
want to earn outstanding money ($6300) travel
across tha country, a enjoy challenging yoursell to something compleiely worthwhile cal
1 800-307-8638.

Jay-Mar Apt*. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building. A/C. Gas heat. Start at
$510/mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 for a showing.

Earn up lo 17000 working at Pul-ln-Osy
Insurance requires you to be at least 25 yrs
ok). Cal Tuaa.-Fn. alter I.OO pm (418)
285-3030
Earn up to 20-40rhr. Sales aggreesrve student
needed to market/manage credit card promooone Fortune 500 company. Work your own
houra. No travel required. Call
1-800-645-9052.

Additional Sites to Choose from:
LIBERTY STREET

YOU LOOKING FOR SHORT TERM
WORK?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SUMME R WORK?
DATA ENTRY OPE RATORS
Possible aummar jobs
located in tha downtown Toledo area
JOB DESCRIPTION: Alphanumeric Data Entry ol Survey Intormason (mostly names and
addressee).
Must be able to type approximately 8.000 keys
trokes with accuracy.
Hours: Monday Friday 8am 4 30pm
Dress coda: Business casual
Cal KELLY SERVICES NOW"
282-0555. EOE

&

SUMMIT HILL.

Earn while you learn
Fsid out how you can make extra money while
in school. Work at your leisure any lima you
want. Evan when watching TV. Call
1-866462-1726 to And out how.

Well take care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance

ELECTRICALrCONTROLS
ENGINEER: J4OS0K Salary (Fee paid)
BSEE/BSME "Hands-on" troubleshooting/PLCa/Allen Bradley' "Plastics a plus"
Sandy 1-800-582-4782 ext 2222 IMPERIAL

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

Monday,Tuesday <£
Wednesday Only!

1 ItonUKzzas

$9.00
Extra cheese and items available at an additional
charge Please mention special when ordering

Expires 5-6-98

Call Now for Fi-ee Delivery!*

en* of

"tHIC/IGO

352-3080

'Limited Delivery Area

Minimum order required

1068 N. Main
(Next to Kroger)

PIZZd COMP/MY*
]ilaaE>M[3iaiBtgjaagi^^

Homo City lea Company Is now hiring lor these
positions: Rout* Drivers. Producaon Slackers.
Truck Loaders. CompaDeve wages/flexible
schedules Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call lor details at
1-600-690-6070
Lifeguards wanted Portage Ouarry Accepting
application tor summer employment Apply at
T Square Graphics© 121 S Mam St
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SUMMER
Are you looking tor part time employment ol 15
hours plus per week withm walking distance to
BG.S.U. campus? Inleresied in working var
IOUS unskilled |obs -*» assembly, packaging,
etc.? Rate of pay is $5 15 per hour Apply n
person between the hours of 0 00 am and S 00
pm (Monday-Friday) ai
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc
428CloughSl
Bowing Green. OH 4340?
STAFF COORDINATOR
Ann* Grady Corporation, a long term care leal
ily for adults with Developmental OsuhiliiMir.
has on* ful-bme 2nd shift Staff Coordinator
position available
Wtl provide consisient supervision, direction.
trammg. and evaluation of habitation staff
Coordmaie and direct acuviie* for individuals
Promotes and faalitate* active treatment
Works direct care when necessary.
Candidaie must be high school graduate or
equivalent; college degree in related field pre
lerred; txpenenc* working with people with
Mental HetardatiorvOevelopmental DisaO.li
Dee preferred; supervisory experience pre
tarred.
We offer a competitive wage and excellent
benefits are available. Ebgtble lor medical and
dental benefits, Employee Assistance Program. Cafeteria Plan, paid vacation, paid sick
Dme, Tax Deferred Annuity Program.
Inleresied individuals should come lo the
Center and complete an application
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland. Ohio 43528

(410)666-6500
EOE

Congratulations
Matt Ondrejko
Health Fair Grand Prize
Winner of 2 airline
tickets to
Hawaii or Mexico*
sponsored by the
Center for We
llness and Prevention
Student Health Service
Tickets Donated by
Key Bank

Monday, April 20, 1998

OUALITV ENGINEERS
$3e><6K Salary (Fee paid) Degree a plual (2.
yrs. experience) OS9O00 a muaii "Several"
Sandy 1 SO©582 4792 en 2222 IMPERIAL.
Seasonal Employment Opportunity
Brandywine Country Club is currency si n—<l
ol filling several positions in our Golf Dept.
Bag Can Range Attendants needed Must be
available weekdays and weekends. Hourly rate
plus gratuity. Apply at tha Goil Shop
Brandywine Country Club 6904 Salisbury Rd.
Meumee. Oh* 43537.
Sudani Employment-On Call help needed
May 7-15. Act aa ■•runner" for State fire
School »5.65rhour- 40 hours Please call
372-8181 and aak tor Mary
SBJdent Employment. Attention sophomores
and juniors with experience in designing FoxPro appkeetiona: Continuing Education is looking for a sophomore or Junior to maintain an
existing FoxPro database. Hours are flexible
and starting salary is $10 per hour Tha post
non wal begin immediately Plaaaa contact
372-8181 and mentssn FoxPro position.
Summar nanny for 2 girls. 4 & ft. m our BG
homa. 3 4 days per week. May 1 1 Aug 21 can
352 1SSS alter 5 30pm. must have own transpo
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV
OR
HAS SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
while raising money lor your student
organization Earn up lo »5 00 per
Visa/MaslarCard application Tha 1st
50 groups to complete the fundraiser
reoaiveFREE MOVIE PASSESi
Call tor deists 1 800 932 0528x75

FOR SALE

The Schwinn factory Rep. Will Be
On Hand To Answer Your Questions
•Discount coupons for bike tune-ups
will be handed out
(4I91-353-6IKE

181 S. Main St.

t bdrm. apt Cloee to campus Avail summer
and/or 1996/98 school year (419| 897-9030

Houses for rant: Tha following houses are for
rant tor 96 99 school year All 12 mo leases.
tenants pay al util. sec dap., parental guarantee raq. no pan.
1.730 Elm-2 BR avail
S/1S/S8
Rant
$5i0/mo. collected quarterly. Phone
354-6505 aak tenants to view
3.217 S. Collega 3 BR house aval 8/21/96
Rant $S75/mo. collected quarterly Phone
354-3271 aak tenants to view.
3.316 Ridge Large 2 BR house avail
5/20/96 Rant $600/mo collected quarterly
Phone 353-5032 aak tenants 10 view
For more Information or to sign a teaee,
contact Artx- Enterprlaee at 164-3154
Locally owned and managed

1 bedroom unit • $264.00 plus utilities 2 blocks
from campus Available May 15. 2874159
eves. 287-4926 days

HOUSES FOR RENT

Summer and Fall Leases
John Newkwe Real Estate
319 E WooaterSt
3542260

1 bdrm apt Close lo campus. DW. AC. laundry
lacilinea Large, dean. A modern. Grad student
Housing Call 353-1731 A/or 354-6632 Avail
July 1st or sooner.

I-2 br/turn,/unturn. $410 to $520
Call 354-6036

422 CLOUGH - above garage. 2 BR
2 people Stove/relng fum
$41 Si month Avail May 17th

12 month lodsve starling May 16. 1998
424 1/2 S. Summit-eff>ciency-$22S » alec.
453 S. Prospect-small i Br $290 * gas/alec
605 Fifth St (C-small 2 Br $360 • UDI
230N Enterprise-1 Br. $360.util

1991 Mazda Miata 72.000 rr»
New exhaust $8000 OBO
Call 3545298

2 Ddrm turn or unfurn apts

1903 Saturn SL2 40R Excellent Cond
Loaded 83K mi. $7650. or beat offer Call
372-2416.

12 unit apartment buJdmgs
98-99 school year lease
$500 per month
FREE heat, waier. sewer
gas and HBO"!
3544914

CARS FOR $100
Seized A sold locally this month.

140 1/2 MANVH.LE - above garage, 2 BR
2 people. Stove/refng fum
$5150<Vmonih Aval.May 17th
710 EIGHTH - 2 BR plus garage.
2 people Stove/relng fum.
$375 00/month. Avan. May 1st.
Cat
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3542260 Office-319E Wooster

724 691 St A 705 7fh Si

Large untur effi. located 139 South College Dr
220 pr. men. includes all uts. Avar!. May 15th
6866541. Leave message
2 bdrm unfurnished apt. located 139 South Collage Dr. Avail. Aug 15th. Rent 625/month includes all util 686-6541

Trucks. 4 xas.etc.
1-800-522-2730 ext. 4558

2 badrm . 1 bath, furnished. $222 month par
parson. Available May. Call 352-7915, ask for
Daniel.

High performance woofers. 250w Gold amplifier $30OCall 354-5318. Ham.

2 sublessors needed May-Aug. Free A/C.
gas.water. arvj sewage. In house laundry facility. Fum. $257/mo Own room. Dishwasher.
Call 353-0378.

Congratulations
flmy Striker and
Stephen Rniuay
Winners of the
Frasier Reams
Scholarship

2-4 aubleasers needed May-Aug. 2 bdrm. apt.
AC/balcony/on sight laundry/onry etectno/lons of storage $400/mo Call 354-6357

Room ft board House for rant
Contemporary 4 bdrm home. 2 1/2 baths, KSCUZZI, healed in-ground pool, storage, free relocation in A out. $37fvmo 9 mi. from campus
410-878-3777.

2 BDRM Apt 722 4th St..
Avail, immed.. 12 mo. lease,
$42S/mo.. w/d hook-up.
353- 7547 days

Summar sublet, big room in 2 bdrm apt. Fulty
fum. May g-Aug 20 $400 total Cal Preston
354-4325

From the Center for
UJellness &
Preuention Student
Health Center

Owner will share ig house in BG. Prefer grad
students, professors or exchange students Lg
bdrms., 2 wood-burning fireplaces, laundry,
kitchen, large wooded property. $250 indud
util. 352-5523

Newlovc Realty Rentals
Management Inc.
830 Fourth SK Willow House) Close lo

*7095lh:2bdrnV2bath
* 501-503 5lt\: 2 bdrm

campus Starts al 340/mo + dec ./gas
For more info call 353-5800

•309 High: 2 Ddrm free heal.
water, sewer
Management Inc.

•702 4th: 2 bdrm

2 bdrm Close to Campus 710 N.

upscale w/2 car

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
Mercer Manor
Apartments

Help Wanted
STEa\KBOUSB

w

352-0717
224 E. Woosler
Bowling Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-1 p.m.

670/ mo + mils. 2 bdrm includes washer A

dryer Call for more info 353-5800

*507E.Ncrry:2bdrm
across from Campus
•524 6th: 2 bdrm, free heal.
water, sewer
•543 6 Ih: 2bdrm/2balh

/CflfcCA

Management Inc.
I bdrm 1082 Fall-view Avc.
(HilUdalr Apis.) unique floor designs,
vaulted ceilings, washer/dryer hook-up in
(he 2 bdrm Rents start al 350/ mo +ul.ls.

For more info call 353-5M0

One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

GREiNIMAJt, INC

KnterprleclHcim-Slte Apia.) Rents starts

garage

SALLOON

WSU OUR OFFICE FOR A
COrtFtETE LISTING FOR
UNDERGRADUATE. GRADUATE
AND PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR NEW
WEBSITE;

stK

Call:

iii-nn

or apply in person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo

Management Inc.
Studio Apts. 215 E. Foe Rd<Evergreen
Apis.) Laundry on site. One person starts
al 230/mo utils are included.
For more info call 353*5800

/vJEfcCA
Management Inc.

^u^pyAvwwJv^v1ovXJerltlJ.com
325 South Hain Street
(our only office)

I bdrm 215 E. Pot RdtEvtt|recn Apts.)
Very spacious. Isundry on site. Rent starts at

352-5620

34GVmo » elec For more info call 353-5800

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
NEWIPVE
Rentals

For a complete 1998/99
listing stop by our office,
1045 N. Main,
or call 353-5800

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
Home City
Ice Company
Now Hiring for these Positions:

(limn

Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St. under new
management A/C. laundry rm. 1 badrm. turn.
$380 A alec. 2 badrm turn. $480 A ektc also
summar rates 354-9740 or 352-2214.

* Close lo campus
'Effoenoea
' 1 Bedroom
*2Bedroom
'Furnished
• Unfurnished

Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666

Auto fxpo

I

Apartments Available

2 bdrm. 834 Scott Hamilton. A/C Avail. May A
Aug. $420 plus UUI. Other locations avail. Aug.
Eft i I t 2 bdrm. NO PETS. 353-8208.

The Sales & Marketing Club's

CiellKf

Avail. t/l/M-2 Bedrm Townhouse at 134
University Lane. $650.00 * gas A electric.1
Bedrm Apt al 128 University Lane, $425 00
includes all util. Efficiency Apt. at 1 1/2 Uni
varsity Lane. $29500 . electric. 1 Bedrm
House at 829 Fifth St, $650.00 . uni One
year leases only. Can 353-9371 for more informaaon.

FOR RENT

11 at coax TV. 2 drawer white file cabinet.
brown computer'printer cart, small black sofa
bed Call 3S2 7585

Come See Us fit

Tues. & Wed. lOam - 4pm

5-6 summar subteasers needed for large 5
bedrm house. 2 bathrooms. 2 kitchens, parking A more. 1 block from campus A dose to
Main. Call 2-4547 or 2 4708 for into.

Marsha* Valvestate 100 Guitar Head
and 4x12 Matcrang Cat).
Syr Tranaterrable Warrenty-$75000
Call 3725285

1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan
Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be apart of a winning tradition"

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus

$25

/^s—aea.

T ,al Ren

\J P r

'Limited time, Hurry!!!!

°

' P^' Month

<^

224 E. Wooster GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
OH 43402
Saturday 9am-1pm

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

